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ABSTRACT

The reason for the growth of e-learning that it provides a convenient and efficient learning environment and practical utilities at anytime and anywhere, so that learners and teachers realize their educational activities with less effort, time and money. In recent years utilization of semantic web techniques for knowledge construction and representation in E-learning gained so much attention. This article presents a system for automatically learning knowledge construction and representation in e-learning which is based on the concept map, RDF data modeling and ontology languages. These concepts can show the mentioned knowledge better and also they convey the meaning. In the proposed method, DBpedia knowledge base is used for extracting learning concepts, also the concept map is applied for creating a graph of concepts and relations between them and editor tools of ontology like protégé are providing a knowledge base of concept map in the format of OWL. The proposed method is developed for creating knowledge base from existing concepts in fuzzy logic domain. Among the advantages of the constructed knowledge base we can mention the meaningfulness, its sharing and reusability in all the learning systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within a decade, the Internet has become a pervasive medium that has changed completely, and perhaps irreversibly, the way information and knowledge are transmitted and shared throughout the world. The education community has not limited itself to the role of passive actor in this unfolding story, but it has been at the forefront of most of the changes [1]. This is a form of computer-aided instruction virtually independent of a specific location and any specific hardware platform [2]. The reason for the growth of e-learning is that it provides a convenient and efficient learning environment and practical utilities at anytime and anywhere [3]. Learners and teachers realize their pedagogic activities with less effort, time and money [4]. The role of student is inactive in the traditional learning but she/he has an active role in e-learning. This kind of learning provides a new autonomous-learning environment that combines (1) Multi-media content, (2) Collaboration among learners, and (3) Computer-supported learning [5]. One of the hottest topics in recent years in the AI community, as well as in the Internet community, is the Semantic Web [6]. It has gained the attention of many researches in e-learning field. The semantic web aims at adding semantic information to web contents in order to create an environment in which software agents will be capable of doing tasks efficiently [7]. The basic properties of the semantic web allow for meeting e-learning requirements: quickness, just-in-time and pertinent learning [8]. Today the use of semantic web techniques like concept map, RDF2 data modeling and ontology languages such as OWL3 to construct and represent concepts and knowledge bases in e-learning has improved over the world. Concept mapping can be seen as a first step in ontology building and can also be used flexibly to represent knowledge structure for meaningful learning [9]. A concept map is a graphical representation where nodes represent concepts and links represent the relationships between concepts [10]. RDF is a simple metadata representation framework, using URIs to identify Web-based resources and a graph model for describing relationships between resources. Several syntactic representations are available, including a standard XML format [11]. Regardless of the representation syntax, RDF models use traditional knowledge representation techniques in order to provide better semantic interoperability [6]. RDF Schema is a simple type modeling language for describing classes of resources and properties between them in the basic RDF model. It provides a simple reasoning framework for inferring types of resources [11]. Indeed it defines the vocabulary of an RDF model [6]. Ontologies have become the de-facto standard knowledge representation technology after the emergence of the semantic web. In a web context, ontologies provide a shared understanding of a domain. Such sharing is needed to avoid terminological differences [8]. Ontologies are an important means in semantic web to achieve the semantic interoperability among heterogeneous distributed systems [12]. Software agents apply the knowledge represented in the Ontologies during their intelligent decision making process [13]. Ontologies for e-learning can be created in various methods, so that they use from a different vocabulary to describe their terms. This way gives a valid tool to the learning process [14]. In this article, we use semantic web techniques like concept map, ontology and RDF data modeling for knowledge construction and representation from DBpedia knowledge base. The use of these techniques is a suitable method to represent knowledge and semantics, compared to other techniques like HTML2 and XML4, because XML documents include syntax and HTML language is used to mark informations. Both of them include no semantics and it is a defect. In this study, we use web services and SPARQL query language to extract desired concepts from DBpedia knowledge base. We develop this method for learning concept of fuzzy logic course. This paper is organized as follows. Second part is a review on learning systems based on semantic web techniques that some of them
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use ontology languages and RDF data modeling to represent their domain knowledge, third part describes how to extract concepts from DBPedia knowledge base, fourth part describes how to construct concept maps from extracted concepts in third part, fifth part expresses how to construct ontology in protégé editor and finally sixth part is conclusion and future work.

2. OVERVIEW OF E-LEARNING SYSTEMS BASED ON SEMANTIC WEB TECHNIQUES

The existence of semantic in ontology languages and the advantage of visualization of concept maps cause several researchers study on these issues.

Reference [13] reports on the advances of the Semantic E-Learning Agent (SEA) project, whose objective is to develop virtual student advisors that render support to university students in order to successfully organize and perform their studies. Advisors should be able to answer questions regarding the regulations of study for example; does a student possess all requirements to participate in an examination or a course?, is a student allowed to register for his/her thesis?. They use ontology languages such as DAML + OIL and OWL to construct their knowledge base. They have been developed two different Ontologies for their e-learning agents: on the one hand, ontology describing the organization structure of a university department, on the other hand, an ontology holding the knowledge about a specific user of the system. Reference [6] presents the Semantic Web-Based model for their e-learning system. This model include various services and tools in the context of a semantic portal, such as: course registration, uploading course documents and student assignments, interactive tutorial, announcements, useful links, assessment, and simple semantic search. A metadata-based ontology is introduced for this purpose and added to their model. The OWL language is used to develop their Ontologies. In these Ontologies, the actual resources and properties specified in the RDF models are defined. Reference [12] applies ontology based Multi-agent approach to provide different services like course registration and scheduling in academic institutions. This system leverages the power of both ontology and Multi-agent system. They are developed semantic web agents for different parts of university teaching environment like course agent, faculty agent, student agent, etc. Agents are communicating via one of the most popular agent communication language, KQML\(^5\). The ontology which represents the domain knowledge is passed as a parameter between agents. Their ontology language is OWL. The combined use of Ontologies and multi-agent technologies enable sharing of heterogeneous, autonomous knowledge sources in a capable, adaptable and extensible manner. Therefore agents of different academic institutions can communicate each other and ask any question. For example; one can ask other: what courses are taught in what department? References [8, 15] use OWL ontology to product assessment system. This system control Students’ skills and send a feedback to tutor. For it, each student is prompted to express his/her beliefs by building her/his own discipline-related ontology and then it is compared to a reference one. The analysis of students’ mistakes allows to propose them personalized recommendations and to improve the course materials in general. They present a semantic web technologies-based multi-agent system that allows to automatically control students’ acquired knowledge in e-learning frameworks. The aim of [9] is to automatically construct e-learning domain concept maps by applying text mining techniques from academic articles. In order to construct the concept map for E-Learning domain, they use the “keywords” listed in journal articles as the “nodes” to represent concepts and the “relation strengths” between any two keywords appeared in the articles as the “links” to represent concept relationships. The “relation strength” between two keywords is measured by the distance of the two keywords appeared in the articles. The constructed concept maps can provide a useful reference for researchers, who are new to the e-Learning field, to study related issues, for teachers to design adaptive learning materials, and for learners to understand the whole picture of e-Learning domain knowledge. Reference [16] presents an e-learning management system with metadata that serves as a general template for the situation of Thai learners. The system comprises ontology in OWL language for the e-learning process, such as course syllabus, teaching methods, learning activities, and learning styles.

3. CONCEPTS EXTRACTION FROM DBPEDIA KNOWLEDGE BASE

The DBpedia project is a community effort to extract structured information from Wikipedia and to make this information accessible on the Web. The resulting DBpedia knowledge base currently describes over 2.6 million entities. For each of these entities, DBpedia defines a globally unique identifier that can be dereferenced over the Web into a rich RDF description of the entity, including (1) human-readable definitions in 30 languages, (2) relationships to other resources, (3) classifications in four concept hierarchies, and (4) various facts as well as data-level links to other Web data sources describing the entity [17].

In this knowledge base, Resources are assigned a URI according to the pattern http://dbpedia.org/resource/Name, where Name is taken from the URL of the source Wikipedia article, which has the form http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Name [17]. For example, we can access to fuzzy logic concept information by using the pattern http://dbpedia.org/resource/Fuzzy_logic. In this study, we use this knowledge base to extract our desired concepts in domain e-learning. We develop our system on fuzzy logic course, which fuzzy logic concept is a course category and fuzzy logic sub-category and related concepts with it are course units in our system. In [3] have been used course category and course unit terms for neural network course. They have built their desired concepts themselves. They did not use DBpedia Knowledge base.

We use two methods to get these concepts. First method is direct access to DBpedia knowledge base by SPARQL endpoint to extract fuzzy logic concept and its sub-category like fuzzy set, fuzzy number, etc. There are four access mechanisms to DBpedia knowledge base. One of them is SPARQL Endpoint. SPARQL endpoint is provided for querying the DBpedia dataset. Client applications can send queries over the SPARQL protocol to this endpoint at http://dbpedia.org/sparql and get results in a desired format like RDF/XML [17]. We use this Endpoint to access to desired concepts in fuzzy logic context. Second method is to get related concepts with fuzzy logic by using of web services that [18] have implemented. In [18] is implemented a hybrid ranking algorithm, DBpediaRanker. It can be applied to access to related resources to a resource. This algorithm is

\(^5\) Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language
used to rank resources in DBpedia. It explores the DBpedia graph and queries external information sources in order to compute a similarity value for each pair of resources reached during the exploration. They implement the web services to access to this algorithm. We use them.

4. CONCEPT MAP CONSTRUCTION

After extracting desired concepts from DBpedia, we construct concept maps from them because it shows concepts and relations between them well. Concept maps are more suitable to represent domain ontology [9]. Figure 1 shows one of created concept maps by IHMC CampsTools. It is about fuzzy logic category and its sub-category. The concepts like T-norm, Degree_of_truth and etc. are in category of fuzzy_logic as Figure 1 shows. In this study, the relations like those in DBpedia are used, because they are global and the same in other concept maps and ontologies in this knowledge base. Also it causes our knowledge base becomes global. For example “dcterms:subject” relation expresses which concepts like T-norm exist in fuzzy logic category.

5. ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we construct our ontology from the concept maps that we created in before section. We use protégé editor to construct and represent our knowledge. Protégé is ontology’s editor. In ontology, classes are nodes in concept map and properties are the relations between nodes. We use special properties of any resource like “label”, “abstract” and so on that have been express in DBpedia. Also we use new properties to describe the relations that have not been express in DBpedia for resources. Because we use related concepts to fuzzy logic category by using of web services of [18] and they have no property that show their relation to fuzzy logic category, therefore we need to add new property like “RelatedTo”. Indeed we extend our knowledge by adding these relations to it. We save constructed ontology in Owl format. This ontology is a semantic knowledge base which uses global concepts in DBpedia knowledge base. It can be used in other e-learning environments as a common knowledge base. It is an advantage for that and separates it from other databases.

6. CONCLUSION

In this article, we tried to present the usage of semantic web techniques in learning systems in order to construct and represent learning knowledge. As it is seen, the produced learning data by the use of DBpedia knowledge base and the semantic web techniques like RDF/XML and OWL format, in addition to syntax, include semantic as well, so it can be shared and reused in learning systems, and intelligent agents can use them in order to exchange information. These are advantages of the proposed method for production of the desired learning data. In the future work we will try to create an efficient and personalized environment by use of intelligent agents and produced knowledge base.
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Fig 1: A concept map from fuzzy logic category and its sub-category